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Learning Spanish doesn't have to be so hard! Learning a new language in a week might sound like

an impossible task, but this book will prove that's wrong. Spanish is one of the most romantic and

exciting languages there is, and you can speak EspaÃƒÂ±ol too! This book is very hands-on and

direct. You will be given simple rules to follow and tips to remember everything. Spanish-language

learning tips to help you along the way This will be super fun and useful, and I can't wait to help you

discover the beauty of this language. Of course I can do only so much by guiding you - it's up to you

to listen and practice. But I am telling you this: It is possible, and you can do it! Bonus: free Spanish

lessons! I want to ensure I can do all I can to help you learn Spanish. That's why I've also included

access to a free seven-day course for everyone who listens to this book. Be sure to check out the

additional free resources I've included for you. Here is just some of what you'll learn: The ABCs of

Spanish How to pronounce any word in Spanish. Simple Spanish phrases that you'll absolutely

need to know. How to handle masculine and feminine words without getting confused. What

aspects of grammar you should focus on first and what can wait for later. Where to get free Spanish

lessons. And more! Start learning Spanish today!
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As a language teacher, I find this book as an excellent overview of the Spanish language. It is

presented in a very simple, easy to understand manner. BUT beware when ordering this for your

Kindle reader. It only is formatted for certain Kindle;'s. I have a Paper White Kindle and it can not be

loaded.  needs to CLEARLY show which devices can use their books. Now I am relegated to



reading this book through my  account online, which is not comfortable, or portable info. Buena

suerte y diviÃ©rtete!

The intro to the book online indicated it was for beginners but it required some Spanish language

understanding even in the first chapter.

Seems to be working.

This was an easy and engaging book on how to learn basic Spanish. I like that the author included

a link to some videos and some other books that she has written on this subject. She starts out the

book by explaining the basic concepts of speaking Spanish, the letters and their sounds then moves

on to pronunciation. From here she teaches you how to say basic greetings then about time which

is very helpful in any language! After teaching you the nouns, pronouns, verbs and adjectives that

are common in the Spanish language she ends her book with by giving you additional resources to

continue your study. Christina Torres has done a great job at breaking down a complex language to

it's simplest terms. I knew very little about Spanish before reading this book. I feel more confident

with the language than I did before and I plan to use the additional resources provided in this book

to continue my studies at learning the Spanish language.

Generally, it is not easy to learn a new language, but you have to start from somewhere and this

book is a good guide.The book was awesome.It's not complicated.This is by far the most effective

book I have read.This book goes side by side with any traveler's guide.I believe tourist in a spanish

speaking country would find this book important as well.Because it would serve as a guide. The

Author discussed the whole step by step so that readers can understand quickly.i recommend this

book to all.

This is a great book. It's very easy to read and understand. The concept of the book is wonderful.

Christina Torres did good job and i would recommend it to everyone that is looking for a easy,

understandable and effective way of learning Spanish.

This audio book helped me go over a lot of the Spanish I have forgotten over the years. I enjoyed

the teaching method of covering the main types of verbs, such as ER and AR verbs, and the way

they are spoken in general with most various pronouns; all followed by a great refresher course in



many, many vocabulary words you'll be able to use right away. Thus, it really is a way to lean

Spanish in a week!

As the owner of a summer house in Spain and having to live with the inability to learn the Spanish

language I'm very pleased to announce, that this book finally does the trick. Through a series of

easy and understandable exercises I finally learned the language, even if it took eight days ;)
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